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Our Purpose
PCYC Vision
Enhancing Queensland
Communities through
Youth Development
Bornhoffen PCYC’s purpose is
to inspire young people to be self aware,
to build their social skills and
to contribute positively to their community
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Our Services
Bornhoffen is PCYC’s Leadership Development Centre.
We are a not for profit, community organisation and social enterprise
located at Natural Bridge in the spectacular Gold Coast hinterland.
We work in partnership with schools and community organisations to
deliver leadership development programs at Bornhoffen or any place
in Queensland.
We use adventure-based and experiential learning to achieve personal
development and group development outcomes.
We have two group accommodation centres available for use by
schools, community organisations, special needs groups, churches, clubs
and family groups.
Camp One - capacity 60 to 120 people
Camp Two - capacity 30 to 70 people
Total Venue - capacity 120 to 190 people
You have the option of healthy and tasty professional catering
provided by our catering team, or self catering by you.
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Our Services
The work that Bornhoffen PCYC does is diverse.
We work in partnership with:










Primary schools and high schools
State schools, Catholic schools and Independent schools
Universities
Community groups
Religious groups of all denominations
Family groups
Special needs and special interest groups
PCYC State Office
PCYC Branches around Qld

School
Outdoor
Education
Programs

Early
Intervention
Programs

PCYC
Catalyst
Early
Intervention
Programs

PCYC
State Youth
Leadership
Programs

PCYC
Partnership
Programs

Our
Services

We provide:
 Anything from a single day to 15 day programs
 Programs at Bornhoffen, throughout the Numinbah Valley
as well as in south east Qld and regional Qld
 Specific programs for young people at risk, mainstream
young people, indigenous young people and high
achieving young leaders
 Affordable group accommodation for groups as small as
30 people up to 190 people
 Professional catering services or provision of kitchen
facilities to allow self-catering
 98 hectare (approx 250 acre) property as a setting for
experiential learning, adventure-based learning, recreation
activities, nature appreciation and reflection
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Major Supporters
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Friends of Bornhoffen
Like all PCYCs, Bornhoffen relies on the support of government, business and the community to maintain and improve its services.
Our sincere thanks to the following organisations and individuals who choose to support us.

Arthur Earle Youth Foundation
Australian Government - Attorney General's Department
Australian Government - Caring for Our Country
Beechmont Landcare
Beenleigh PCYC
CAD Landscaping
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Cloncurry PCYC
Crestmead PCYC
Envirotech Treatment Systems - Mr Chris Palmer
Errol Murfet Builders Pty Ltd
GJ Gardner Homes Gold Coast North (Cummins Constructions)
Gold Coast Botany - Mr David Jinks
Gold Coast City Council - Land for Wildlife
Gold Coast City Council - Mayoral Donation Program
Mr Dallas Gordon
Inala PCYC
Job Futures SEQ
June and Vincent Hampson
Mr Alan Hartley
Logan City PCYC
Log Cabins Camp
Mick and Ray Willox - Universal Drilling
Masters Home Improvements Nerang
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Mornington Island PCYC
Natural Bridge Medical Practice - Dr Margaret Buring
Nerang PCYC
Numinbah Adventure Trails
Numinbah Correctional Centre
Numinbah Valley Environmental Education Centre
Numinbah Valley Landcare
Outdoor Educators Association of Queensland
Palm Island PCYC
PCYC Business Supporters Club
Queensland Blue Light Association Inc.
Queensland Government - Department of Employment, Economic
Development and Innovation
Queensland Government - Gambling Community Benefit Fund
Queensland Outdoor Recreation Federation (QORF)
Queensland Police Service
Reuben Pelerman Benevolent Foundation
SEQ Catchments
SEQ Water
Solitude Cabins Natural Bridge
Southport Rotary Club
Synergy Training and Development
Tudor Park PCYC
XXXX Brewery
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Management Team
2011-12 has been a time of big change at Bornhoffen PCYC. Some of
the changes included:
 Completed our rebranding as a Leadership Development Centre
 Embedding research and practice effectiveness into our operations
 Stopped using a contract caterer and established our own ‘in-house’
catering department to provide the best possible service and improve
our financial returns
 After 30 years, stopped using inmates from the Numinbah
Correctional Centre in cleaning, grounds and maintenance support
roles
 Improved our venue services team structure and roles
 Completely changed the appearance of the buildings with a long
overdue bag render and exterior painting

program consistent with PCYC goals and achieving demonstrated
outcomes for young people. Congratulations to our staff - past and
present - who have delivered and developed this program since 2005.
We hope this review provides an interesting snapshot of 2011-12 for you.
It has been another year of achievements for our organisation. Through
these pages, you will see that we are a doing organisation - we don’t just
talk about what we will do - we deliver - and from the feedback we receive,
we are proud to say that Bornhoffen PCYC is making a positive difference
for young people, their families and the community.
There is still much hard work to be done and many challenges ahead to
continue building on the achievements to date - we’re looking forward to it.
Yours in youth leadership

We would like to thank everyone in our staff team for their hard work
and commitment providing the best possible experiences for our
partner organisations, clients and participants. We are constantly
reminded how fortunate we are to have such an exceptional group of
people choose to work with us.

Mick Foran and Arron Sullivan
Bornhoffen Co-Managers

Thanks to the Qld Blue Light Association for their continued financial
support of the PCYC Catalyst Program - the fifth year in a row!!! We
could not provide these opportunities for young people to realise their
potential without this support.
The Catalyst Program received the QPCYWA Award of Excellence
(Programmes) for 2011 - awarded by our Board of Directors as a
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Mick Foran

Arron Sullivan

Co-Manager (Venue Services)

Co-Manager (Leadership Development)
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Our Team
Michael Beer

Jason Brooking

Mike Coker

Kellie Ewart

Allison Fox

Catering Support Officer

Venue Support Officer

Leadership Development
Coordinator

Catering Support Officer

Venue/Catering Support
Officer

Ken Hartley

Marissa Hayes

Lorna Peach

Emma Perske

Kylie Ramamoorthy

Venue Coordinator

Leadership Development
Consultant

Administration Officer

Leadership Development
Consultant

Catering Coordinator

Luke Shaman

Brian Stokan

Louise Stuart

Ray Turton

Venue Support Officer

Leadership Development
Facilitator

Administration Officer

Caretaker
(retired Sep 2011)
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Safety
Safety is the highest priority for staff at Bornhoffen.
The nature of our work involves young people participating in physical
adventure-based activities in natural environments. Providing opportunities for
young people to challenge themselves is the essence of what we do. We aim to
provide a safe and supportive environment for this to take place. Occupational
Health and Safety is an important part of our operations across the business.
The data below provides some context for our lost time injuries incidents
recorded. We measure lost time from the time of an injury to a return to program
or back to normal routine. The number of reported injuries is very low - the
majority are knee and ankle injuries as a result of movement over terrain.






Over 22,000 bed nights used
Over 34,000 meals provided
Over 4000 participants engaged in programs
Over 528,000 service delivery person hours
Total of 42 hours of Lost Time Injuries/Incidents were recorded (0.007%)

Specific OHS highlights from 2011-12 include:
 Whole Staff Team Evacuation Training
 Operations Manual reviewed and updated
 New OHS systems implemented PCYC-wide and modified for Bornhoffen
operating environment where required
 Psychological First Aid training
 Narrative Therapy training
 Pool Maintenance training
 OHS Staff Committee formed
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LD Highlights
Its been another intense but rewarding year of work providing Leadership
Development programs.
Some of the highlights from 2011-12 include:
 Continued financial support of the Catalyst Program by the Queensland
Blue Light Association
 Successful application for Australian Government Proceeds of Crime Act
funding to deliver additional Catalyst Programs
 Delivery of four PCYC State Youth Programs
 SYLP re-design project to respond to larger participant numbers required
by State Office
 Delivery of around 80 individually designed Leadership Development
programs across the year ranging from single day experiences through
to nine day complex expedition-based programs
 Programs delivered in partnership with indigenous young people from
Mornington Island PCYC and Palm Island PCYC.
 Tender process, site selection, design and engineering for new high
ropes course to be constructed at Bornhoffen
 Gambling Community Benefit Fund grant application for Program Shed
extension and new equipment successful
 2 staff completed Cert IV Trainer and Assessor training
Thanks to our hardworking Leadership Development team - Mike
Coker, Tracey Daly (resigned Nov 2011), Marissa Hayes, Emma
Perske, Louise Stuart, Brian Stokan and our 25 contract staff that
worked with us throughout the year.
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LD Partnerships
School Partnerships
The majority of our programs are delivered in partnership with primary and
high schools and have a focus on personal development, team
development and leadership skills. During 2011-12, we worked in
partnership with more than 25 schools providing outdoor education and
adventure-based learning experiences.
PCYC Partnerships
Bornhoffen PCYC was requested to work in partnership with a number of
PCYCs across Queensland during 2011-12.
 PCYC State Youth Leadership Programs
 Beenleigh PCYC
 Cloncurry PCYC BHP Cannington Mine Team Development
 Crestmead PCYC Bridging the Gap Program
 Logan PCYC/Tudor Park PCYC YMT Program
 Logan PCYC Step Up Program
 Mornington Island PCYC
 Palm Island PCYC
Special Needs Partnerships
Programs with special needs groups included Green Meadow Court, Royal
Children’s Hospital Burns Unit and Lifeline Community Recovery.
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A SYLP story...
When I was offered to attend PCYC’s State Youth Leadership Program in
2009, I jumped on the chance as who wouldn’t want to go away on a camp
where you get to experience cool adventurous activities. Little did I know I
was about to go on a journey which I will remember for the rest of my life.
SYLP not only lets you experience cool adventurous activities but you
make friends and learn life skills which I believe will be with me for the
rest of my life.
SYLP 1 gave me tools to look after myself and become independent and
responsible for my own actions e.g. Learning about goal setting, my
emotions/intuition, my relationship with myself and others, my personal
filters and how to manage myself efficiently.
SYLP 2 gave me skills in leading a group, developing a group and conflict
management. I learnt about empathy, different leadership styles and
learnt about myself as a leader. I believe that because of SYLP 2 I finally
began to see myself as a leader and I could recognise the influence I had
on my family, friends and fellow YMT members, it gave me skills to ensure
that I was being a positive role model for these people and skills to reflect
on my behaviours and ensure they were always positive.
SYLP 3 I found was great! Since I was already working for the PCYC in a
leadership position all the community development information that we
talked about I could relate back to situations I had been in at work. The
information was relevant to what I was doing and could help me reflect on
my current processes and how I could improve them to make them more
effective. I walked away from SYLP 3 with a range of new skills and
techniques I was buzzing to try with the groups I worked with, and full of
inspiration that the other young people had given to me.
Bornhoffen PCYC Annual Review 2011-12
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The only sad thing about the SYLP experience is what us ‘SYLP-ers’ like to call ‘the
post SYLP depression’. It can be tough when you have spent a whole week in a world
full of like minded amazing young people and facilitators who inspire you then to head
back into the ‘real world’ where you can be bossed around, creatively muted and not
fully surrounded by those who are as passionate about making a difference as you are
but the skills we were given must be put into action and be shared with our
communities and this is what can pull us through.
Not only did SYLP give me such an abundance of information on leadership, facilitation
and personal development it also provided me with a wealth of resources to back it up
with and memories that are some of my fondest. To this day I still use techniques I
learnt at SYLP in programs I run at the Crestmead PCYC, in the volunteering I do and
some of the personal development skills I learnt I have taken on and believe they were
fundamental in the blue print of making me the person I am today.
I would personally like to thank the QPCYWA, State Office Youth Programs Team,
Bornhoffen PCYC, Beenleigh PCYC and Crestmead PCYC for giving me the opportunity
to attend this valuable program and for equipping me with skills that made me more
personable, employable and confident but also making me, I believe a better person.
Jessica Cowie
Youth Worker Trainee
Crestmead PCYC
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Catalyst
Catalyst is an intervention for young people with promise (aged 14
to 15 years) to embrace change through positive life choices and
experience a full and meaningful life.
Each program is delivered in partnership with a selected Education
Queensland high school and/or PCYC in a metro or regional community.
Each program engages with up to 10 young people aged 14-15 years for a
total of 15 days contact time over a period of 10-12 weeks. Program
components include:







Partnership establishment and participant selection process
Lead in program (3 day skills and group development)
Journey program (9 day expedition)
Follow up programs (3 single days)
Mentoring sessions
External pre and post program evaluation

Each program is facilitated by a team consisting of two PCYC facilitators
and two EQ teachers or other suitable school staff.
PCYC Queensland’s Board of Directors awarded the QPCYWA Award
of Excellence (Programmes) to the Blue Light/PCYC Catalyst Program
in November 2011.
We thank the Board and staff of the Queensland Blue Light
Association for their financial support of the Catalyst Program every
year since 2008 - without them, this potentially life changing
opportunity for young people would not exist.
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Research
Our shift toward research into ‘practice effectiveness’ has posed many
questions. These questions concern our approach, the diversity of our
service, the commonalities that our partners share and the relevance of
our work to community, leadership and our partnership with the
Queensland Police Service.
The most interesting question has been the question of therapy - is this
part of our approach? We have been asked this by our evaluation partner
the University of Canberra, we have asked this of ourselves during
elements of challenging work with young people at risk and we have
asked it after hearing from participants about how useful a Bornhoffen
experience was for them.
The answer is, of course, yes.

In November, the programs team participated in a two day Psychological
First Aid Training. Experiential learning can be a powerful learning process
that can cause people to reflect on a number of aspects of their
life. Inspiring young people to be self aware implies a need to be ready for
what may float up during reflection. The course explained some of the
basics associated with mental illness and helped us recognise some of the
signs to support young people who may have a mental illness or be in crisis.
In April, we attended the Bush Adventure Therapy Conference held at The
Outlook Boonah. This was a wonderful reminder of the great work being
done and a chance to see presentations from other providers from around
the country from the Bush Adventure Therapy field. We have been absent
from this forum for a number of years so it was useful to see the industry
developments and reconnect with this sector in light of the questions raised
about therapy and to see how other practitioners saw themselves.

Aspects of our work have therapeutic elements and we need to have skills
in this area. We understand from our research that numerous other
organisations in Australia and overseas operate in a similar space to
Bornhoffen PCYC. We can say with confidence that we deliver Bush
Adventure Therapy programs. This realisation has led us to do something
about it and our first response has been to build our capacity.
We take the work we do seriously and the responsibility for
physical, emotional and psychological safety is paramount.
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Effective Practice
We also commenced formal training in Narrative Therapy to support our
youth at risk work. This practice is strongly aligned with our culture and
the experiential learning approach. It is a subtle and supportive addition to
our practice that provides scaffolding to support a young person.
One of the unwritten goals of an effective facilitator is to ‘protect the
space for young peoples learning’ and narrative practice, when delivered
properly provides a safer environment for reflection and learning.
The Common Approach to Assessment Referral and Support (CAARS) has
been developed by the Australian Research Alliance for Children and
Youth. It has become central to our work and the holistic view to be taken
with all young people and families. It is particularly relevant for Catalyst
but is also useful across all aspects of our work.
In June, we were fortunate to be supported by ARACY and included in a
one day workshop to familiarise our team in the use of this approach with
young people and partner organisations. This is another skill and process
that helps us to work in a collaborative way with young people, families
and community agencies to inspire young people to be self aware.

A Common Approach to Assessment Referral and Support (CAARS)
Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth
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Catering
This year, Bornhoffen established its own catering department. Up until
that point, catering was provided in partnership with a private contractor.
In August 2011, Kylie Ramamoorthy joined our team in the new position of
Catering Coordinator. Kylie is an experienced chef who has come from a
background working in hotels and restaurants. She was looking for a
different kind of place to work and a change of pace.
She has led the hard work ‘starting up’ our catering department from
scratch. This required recruitment of new casual catering staff,
development of menus, investment in additional equipment, a cold room
and purchase of a catering vehicle.
The feedback from customers about the quality of our food and the
customer service this year has been outstanding. This change has also
simplified the booking process for our customers. We aim to provide
healthy, plentiful, nutritious food at a very reasonable price.
All of our morning and afternoon teas are now made daily on-site. The
smell of freshly-made scones, muesli slice and lamingtons coming from the
kitchen is commented on favourably by our visitors.
Operating profit made from our catering services is re-invested into our
operations and has helped make our business unit more sustainable.

Just some of the morning and afternoon teas
made and baked fresh daily at Bornhoffen

Thanks to our hardworking catering team - Kylie Ramamoorthy,
Michael Beer, Louise Brunt, Tanya Don, Kellie Ewert and Allison Fox
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Our Venue
Customer-centred Venue
Our venue staff team have improved our arrival, departure and cleaning/
changeover processes as well as simplified our arrival information making
it easier to brief group coordinators. There has been a real effort made by
staff to better understand and respond to customer needs - our customer
feedback is telling us that this is being recognised and appreciated.
New Camp One Staff Lounge and Espresso Coffee Machine
A new staff lounge area was constructed and furnished in the laundry area
of Camp One. This improvement was made specifically to support hard
working teachers and other adult leaders who bring groups away. It
provides a place where staff can meet and relax during those rare times
when they are off duty. A coin-operated espresso coffee machine was also
installed to provide visiting staff with a quality espresso coffee when
desired.
Bag Render and External Painting
A major improvement was made to the presentation of our brick buildings
which were constructed in the 1980’s. All brick buildings were bag
rendered and painted to give them a fresh appearance and provide a more
consistent colour scheme across our many buildings. This project was
undertaken as part of a construction skills project.
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New Camp One Staff Lounge Room
(converted from old laundry)
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Our Venue
GCCC Mayoral Donation
Outgoing Gold Coast City Council, Cr Ron Clarke, donated $3,000 towards
making improvements to the Bornhoffen property.
Southport Rotary Club Donation
Southport Rotary donated $5,000 towards upgraded computers, network
printer/copier and a phone system.
GPS Property Mapping
Work was undertaken using GPS to explore and map our 98 hectare
property including a number of disused logging tracks. This information
has been transferred to a map using GIS software on loan from Beechmont
Landcare.
Church of Latter Day Saints Service Project
In October 2011, 35 Young Single Adults undertook voluntary work
constructing gardens (moving mulch/rocks), painting, improving drainage,
weed control and replacing a section of concrete path. This is the second
year that the Young Single Adults groups from the LDS Church have
undertaken this service at Bornhoffen.

Job Futures team painting the exterior
of the Camp One dining hall

Thanks to our hardworking venue team - Jason Brooking, Allison Fox,
Ken Hartley, Lorna Peach, Luke Shaman and Ray Turton (retired Oct
2011).
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Our Venue
Numinbah Correctional Centre Community Work Program
Bornhoffen PCYC has a long association with the Numinbah Correctional
Centre. Low security inmates from the prison have been doing community
work at Bornhoffen since it was purchased by PCYC in 1978.
Inmates provided assistance to Bornhoffen staff with the day to day
running of the facility including grounds maintenance and cleaning as well
as contributing to countless improvements to the grounds, buildings and
property over the years.
This helped Bornhoffen to keep its prices affordable for the community as
well as providing valuable work experience for inmates as they prepared
for release back into the community.
In December 2011, Bornhoffen PCYC ceased inmate community work. All
cleaning/grounds functions are now undertaken by our paid staff. This
decision was made with some regret, however, it was made to ensure we
are meeting the contemporary expectations of our school and community
customers.
PCYC would like to thank the management, staff and inmates from
the Numinbah Correctional Centre for their outstanding contribution
to the development and maintenance of Bornhoffen over more than
three decades.
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Camp One Dining Hall
Before and After Bag Render and painting by our Job Futures team
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Job Futures
Two youth skills development and employment projects were run during
2011-12. These projects are run in partnership with Job Futures SEQ and
Numinbah Valley Environmental Education Centre. They were funded by
the Queensland Government Department of Education, Economic
Development and Innovation.
Green Army - July to November 2011
 10 young adults employed for a 26 week period
 Induction, first aid and OHS training undertaken
 Significant weed control by manual removal and foliar spraying
 Planting and maintenance of over 1,000 native rainforest plants
 This team also undertook land management and conservation work on a
number of other strategic sites in the Numinbah Valley along the Nerang
River
Construction Skills Project - February to May 2012
 10 young adults employed for a 21 week period
 Induction, first aid and OHS training undertaken
 Focus on development of construction skills
 Bag rendering and exterior painting of all brick buildings
 The team also undertook refurbishment of buildings at Numinbah
Environmental Education Centre
Thanks to Glen Holland (Job Futures Team Leader) for his
coordination of the team and Ken Hartley from Bornhoffen for his
supervision and support
Bornhoffen PCYC Annual Review 2011-12
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Revegetation
Significant efforts are continuing on strategic weed control and
regeneration of the Bornhoffen property. Over 50,000 square metres of
the property are currently under active management.
Work is specifically targeting a highly invasive weed called madeira vine.
This weed has potential to cause enormous ecological damage if it spreads
into the upper Nerang River.
A large amount of work has gone into removing coral tree which is another
significant weed threat - after five years of concerted effort, eradication
of this weed is potentially in sight some time in the next two years or so.
At the same time, complimentary work is being done on other weed control
and promoting natural regeneration of the property. This is achieving
outstanding results and it is amazing to see the property repairing itself.
Projects undertaken during 2011-12 include:





Queensland Government Green Army Project completed
SEQ Catchments / SEQ Water Joint Project completed
Australian Government Caring For Our Country Project commenced
On ground work by young people as part of PCYC State Youth
Leadership Programs
 On ground work by a number of other volunteer groups
Thanks to our revegetation worker Jason Brooking who spends a lot
of time working solo in the bush and has achieved amazing results
single-handed over an extended period
Bornhoffen PCYC Annual Review 2011-12
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Thank you
Ray Turton commenced as a live-in Caretaker at Bornhoffen in 1997 and retired in October 2011
after fourteen years continuous service. On his retirement, Ray received the following letter from
the QPCYWA Chief Executive Officer.
Dear Ray,
I have been informed that, after more than fourteen years service, you have decided to call it a day as
resident Caretaker at Bornhoffen PCYC.
The role you have played is no ordinary job. Bornhoffen is a special place and requires a great deal of looking
after. I am aware that you have been instrumental in keeping the place operating in all weathers and all
hours of the day and night. You have undertaken many improvement projects over the years and
Bornhoffen is a much improved facility due to your skills and hard work.
In your role of Caretaker, you have been the ‘face’ of Bornhoffen PCYC and made a positive difference for
countless thousands of young people and community members over the years.
I am also aware that your wife, Carole, has lived on-site with you and that she has made an outstanding
contribution on a voluntary basis over the years.
On behalf of the Queensland Police-Citizens Youth Welfare Association, I would like to sincerely thank both
Carole and you for your service to the organisation, to young people and to the community.
Yours sincerely,
Senior Sergeant Rob Fiedler
Chief Executive Officer

On behalf of everyone involved in Bornhoffen PCYC - past and present - our sincere
thanks to Ray and Carole for their contribution to positive experiences for young people
over many years
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Finance Summary
Summary Balance Sheet

Summary Profit and Loss Statement
2011-12

2010-11

1,150,324
9,311
12,588
4,417
13,895

1,135,750
9,490
11,808
2,207
8,304

Accumulated Funds

2011-12

2010-11

1,901,046
30,167

1,700,486
200,560

1,931,213

1,901,046

16,322
250
80
335,108
91,435
443,195

25,014
250
80
228,707
115,177
369,228

1,761,754

1,762,960

2,204,948

2,132,188

18,722
75,272
21,506
158,186
273,735

18,308
54,220
20,377
138,237
231,142

1,931,213

1,901,046

INCOME
Service Delivery Income
Interest
Fundraising
Sundry Income
Grants Income (non capital)

Balance at 1 July 2011
Profit/ (Loss) for the year
ACCUMULATED FUNDS AT
30TH JUNE 2012
REPRESENTED BY

TOTAL INCOME

Service Delivery Expenses
Overheads
Grants Expenses (non capital)

1,190,507

1,167,559

762,050
350,166
13,895

789,265
329,557
8,304

1,126,111

1,127,126

OPERATING PROFIT

64,395

40,433

Other Income - Capital Grants
Other Expense - Depreciation

14,186
48,415

200,784
40,656

NET PROFIT/(LOSS)

30,167

200,561

TOTAL EXPENSES

Summary from Audited Financial Statements 2011-12

Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Change Floats
Security Deposits
Investment Central Finance
Sundry Debtors

Non Current Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment
Total Assets
Less Liabilities
Sundry Creditors
Employee Provisions Current
Employee Provisions Non Current
Income Received in Advance

NET ASSETS
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Finance
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Finance
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Finance
The Qld Police-Citizens Youth Welfare Association is a public company with
non-profit objectives. It is governed by a voluntary Board of Directors
elected by the membership of the Association. The organisation is known
as Police-Citizens Youth Clubs Queensland or PCYC Queensland.
Bornhoffen is a business unit of PCYC State Office. It has a civilian
co-management team which is accountable to the Chief Executive Officer
via a Zone Development Manager and General Manager (Operations).
Bornhoffen PCYC is required to operate as a financially sustainable entity.
We receive no operational funding from government and need to generate
income to cover all expenditure including wages, operating costs,
overheads, maintenance and utilities.
We undertake fundraising as well as seek community/business support and
grants/donations to help keep our service fees affordable.
Funds generated by Bornhoffen’s venue and catering services help to
subsidise our youth development programs. Any surplus funds generated
by the business unit are retained for future replacement of assets or
re-investment in facilities and services.
Our operating surplus of $64k this financial year has been committed to
partially fund a much-needed new office building which will be constructed
in 2012-13. We will be seeking support from businesses and the
community to achieve this project.
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Proposed office
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Then and now...

Circa 1987
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2012
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Be inspired...

Bornhoffen PCYC
Leadership Development Centre
3510 Nerang Murwillumbah Road
Natural Bridge QLD 4211
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P: (07) 5533 6154
F: (07) 5533 6189
E: admin@bornhoffenpcyc.org.au
W: www.bornhoffenpcyc.org.au
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